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The Halifax Herald Masks Oracle’s Reporting, 
Uploading and Database Limitations with  
GL Wand and Budget Wand

“Our management was impressed by GL Wand’s 
functionality and price, especially compared with 
the expense of multi-year Oracle licenses. Since 
we’re a smaller company, the Excel4apps licensing 
fee with ongoing support was fantastic.”  
                      -  Mark Salter,  Director of Finance,  

The Halifax Herald Ltd.



After struggling for 15 years with 
standard Oracle reporting solutions 
that provided very basic financial 
reports with minimal data details, 
The Halifax Herald Ltd. (The Herald) 
implemented GL Wand from 
Excel4apps. Because the new 
financial reporting software links 
directly to live Oracle data via 
Excel, finance users avoid cutting 
and pasting data and can create 
sophisticated, drillable reports. GL 
Wand’s fast and refreshable month-
end, expense and department-
level variance reports provide better 
visibility into data anomalies and 
more time for analysis.
The Herald also found that using Oracle’s seeded 
spreadsheet for pushing budget data to Oracle was 
a slow and inefficient process. To gain more time 
for management budget reviews, the company 
implemented Budget Wand from Excel4apps, which 
provides direct data uploads to Oracle via Excel.

The Halifax Herald Ltd. (The Herald) is a Canadian 
media company that publishes, among other outlets, 
The Chronicle Herald newspaper – a major information 
source for Atlantic Canada. An Oracle E-Business Suite 
user since 1999, the independently-owned company 
originally used standard Oracle tools for extracting 
and reporting financial data, as well as loading 
budget data. Over time, the cumbersome and time-
consuming nature of these processes took a toll, and 
The Herald began searching for more efficient software 
alternatives.

In 2015, The Herald discovered Microsoft Excel-based 
GL Wand for reporting real-time Oracle data and 
Budget Wand for instant budget uploads to Oracle. 
From Excel4apps, these tools have provided faster, 
more accurate access to and insight from Oracle 
data. GL Wand has also masked limitations from the 
Oracle system’s database structure so that The Herald 
has a clearer picture of financial performance.

Database and Financial Reporting Dilemmas
Prior to installing GL Wand from Excel4apps, The 
Herald’s finance group was working with limited options 
for reporting. These options included a few customized 
FSG reports created by the original third-party Oracle 
implementer, such as balance sheet, expense, and 
income statements. Also, an awkward ad hoc reporting 
process involved pushing data to a web browser and 
copying and pasting it into Excel for formatting. 

“The finance group was modifying the customized 
FSG reports in Oracle and receiving static and very 
minimalistic reports that you couldn’t drill into for data 
details,” said Mark Salter, Director of Finance for The 
Herald. “And, data for the ad hoc reports needed 
lots of reformatting to be usable ― and still didn’t offer 
much insight. You couldn’t drill into any reports or 
segregate the information into different levels.”

Monthly closes were a particular nightmare, with Salter 
and his team having to print multiple FSG reports and 
hand input data into an Excel spreadsheet.

“The monthly statement took time to set up, as lots 
of information was linked between the balance 
sheet and income statement, such as a year-to-date 
statement, a year view, and budget information,” 
said Salter. “So, there was major room for error with 
the manual data input, meaning you had to go back 
and check everything for accuracy. If there were 
errors, you’d have to identify their source and start the 
process again.”

“ When I discover something that 
looks wrong in the expense report, 
it takes me two seconds to drill 
into the anomaly with GL Wand.” 

  -  Mark Salter, Director of Finance,   
The Halifax Herald Ltd.
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The Halifax Herald Ltd. is an independently 
-owned Canadian media company and 
publisher of The Chronicle Herald.  

The company has used Oracle E-Business Suite 
since 1999.

GL Wand allows The Herald to mask its Oracle 
database limitations on a formula basis to 
better segment and drill into data.

A Budget Wand trial demonstrated how 
easy data uploads will leave more time for 
budget reviews by senior and department 
management.

www.excel4apps.com/oracle

Another reporting challenge for The Herald was its 
underlying Oracle database general ledger (GL) 
structure, which was initially designed for one product 
― The Chronicle Herald ― instead of the 25-30 that now 
exist, including community papers, custom publishing, 
and more.

“Our GL structure should ideally let us report revenue 
by revenue type, product and bundle, as well as track 
expenses by department and product, for example, 
but restructuring the database to open a new set of 
books entails time and cost,” Salter described. “We 
just aren’t there yet, but we needed a way to better 
segment data to get at the details.”

GL Wand: A New Way to Deal with Data
In 2015, The Herald began looking for tools that could 
better support its financial reporting and budgeting 
needs. Salter explored alternatives online, including 
Oracle reporting options, which proved cost prohibitive 
and not user friendly. He soon discovered GL Wand 
and Budget Wand and decided to take advantage 
of the no-cost product trials offered by Excel4apps.

“The GL Wand trial showed us how quickly we could 
access and drill into real-time data through its Excel 
interface, without any manual keying and exporting,” 
Salter said. “And, while some third-party applications 
required our GL data to be structured properly, GL 
Wand allowed us to mask database limitations on a 
formula basis so we could better segment and drill into 
the data.”

Justifying the new tool to management was 
straightforward once Salter showed them the fast 
access and updates to data provided by GL Wand, 
as well as its value.

“Our management was impressed by GL Wand’s 
functionality and price, especially compared with 
the expense of multi-year Oracle licenses,” described 
Salter. “Since we’re a smaller company, the Excel4apps 
licensing fee with ongoing support was fantastic.”

GL Wand’s minimal footprint was another selling point, 
as it required no additional hardware or software and 
would not impact the Oracle system. It also installed 
quickly, and required little to no IT support, according 
to Salter.

In May of 2015, The Herald purchased GL Wand 
licenses. During the trial phase, the company first 
worked with a test database, but immediately moved 

it to the production environment afterwards. By the 
time the licenses were purchased, Salter had partially 
migrated the month end reports to GL Wand.

Early Benefits for Multiple Report Types
The Herald saw benefits soon after GL Wand’s 
implementation. One reason for the early success was 
the software’s ease of use. 

“Our team had a few initial training sessions with 
Excel4apps, and I was quickly jumping ahead and 
creating reports,” Salter said.  “If you’re an Excel user, 
this is a piece of cake. You just need to understand the 
GUI, and then it’s all about the formulas and the data, 
so it’s straightforward.”

For the previously time-consuming and error prone 
monthly reporting process, GL Wand paid off right away. 

“GL Wand easily saves one day for just that one set 
of month-end reports,” Salter said. “Plus, if something 
changes, we simply push the journal entry to Oracle 
and hit refresh in GL Wand and it updates the entire 
linked workbook. There’s no redo of data, and no static 
unlinked reports that must all be manually changed as 
before. It saves me a ton of time.”

In addition, The Herald finance group reproduced 
department expense reports in GL Wand so that they 
provide the same data, but faster and in more detail.
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“When I discover something that looks wrong in the 
expense report, it takes me two seconds to drill into the 
anomaly with GL Wand,” explained Salter. “Previously, 
I’d have to run another Oracle report and potentially 
search the payables section to locate invoices. It was 
much more difficult to get to the underlying issue.”

Another reporting benefit related to expenses has 
been a department level variance sheet.

“Using GL Wand to create a department-level expense 
variance sheet has allowed me to pull the monthly 
actuals expenses, as well as the budget, year-to-date 
actuals, year-to-date budget, and the variances,” 
Salter described. “I also wrote a section that lets me 
determine manual accruals, which are reflected in my 
modified actuals column. I can see where we will be 
at month end, and when I made the accruals, I just 
clean off the manual entry. GL Wand lets me quickly 
do the analysis first so I can determine what’s missing.” 

Anticipating the Budgeting Season with Budget 
Wand
Budget Wand, which facilitates easy budget uploads 
to Oracle via an Excel interface, was trialed along 
with GL Wand and purchased at the same time in 
anticipation of the upcoming budgeting season. The 
budget uploading tool fit with the company’s goal of 
adding more fidelity to its budget data.

“Last year, we added product codes and other 
details so we could budget by product and not just 
at the department level, and we determined that 
the spreadsheet seeded by Oracle really wasn’t the 
easiest or fastest tool for pushing that data to the 
Oracle system,” described Salter. “The Budget Wand 
trial demonstrated how we could get ahead of the 
budget game this year with easy data uploads that 
leave more time for budget reviews by senior and 
department management.”

Demonstrations and training sessions on Budget Wand 
further revealed the tool’s potential.

“We clearly saw how easy it is to push the budgets 
back up to Oracle with Budget Wand,” said Salter. 
“You can use any format you want; you just need the 
correct formulas in the tool to push the budgets. It’s 
much easier than the Oracle alternative.”

In addition to anticipating a faster and more detailed 
and accurate budgeting process with Budget Wand, 
The Herald plans to continue to exploit GL Wand by 
transferring its P&L reports to the reporting tool in the 
future.

“ We clearly saw how easy it is to push the budgets back up to Oracle 
with Budget Wand. It’s much easier than the Oracle alternative.” 

- Mark Salter, Director of Finance, The Halifax Herald Ltd.
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